Minimize the risk of failure:
Retrofit kits for Indramat RAC drives

The drives in the Indramat RAC series have been delivering service-proven operation for
more than twenty years now, but the risk of failure is now increasing. That is why Rexroth
Service is offering quick and economical solutions in the form of the retrofit program
RAC. This will enable you to ensure the continued availability of your plant, minimize the
risk of failure and retain unrestricted access to servicing based on manufacturer‘s specifications.
Standard retrofit kits
Simply let Rexroth Service know the type key for your RAC
drive, along with the other Bosch and Indramat products
installed in your machine or plant. For 90 percent of all
application scenarios we have defined standard retrofit kits
based on the latest IndraDrive series. Your benefits: minimal expense, short delivery times, and the latest new
hardware and software.
Special solutions quickly configured
Just one in ten installed drives varies from the standard. In
these cases the Rexroth service specialists analyze your
RAC drives on-site and quickly configure a custom-tailored
solution.
Flexibility in case of necessity
Even if a failure occurs, you have the freedom to choose:
We recommend a retrofit kit on the basis of the latest
IndraDrive series in order to keep your automation running
for a longer period of time. If you only need your automation for a short while longer, we would be pleased to give

Your benefits
ff Maximum system availability by the latest drive
technology
ff Seamless changeover to a functionally compatible
successor solution by definition of standard
retrofit kits
ff Rexroth as your partner for all your service

you individualized advice.
Act now
Send us your RAC data immediately via hotline 24/7. You
will be surprised how quick and cost effective you can
improve your machine availability.
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